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Boundary Marker - Excellent as a more fixed option than the traditional witches hat for marking 

the external boundary of any field. Easily visible from a distance and won’t blow over in the 

wind. Suitable for use to mark the boundary line for football, cricket, hockey etc. or as corner 

flags for soccer. 

Goal - Useful for use as goals for all minor ball games. Will tend to remain fixed in the ground 

should a ball make contact with them. 

Golf hole - Very popular option for setting up pitch and putt golf courses on a school oval. 

Different colours can signify the next hole to be played. Can be used in conjunction with a nylon 

hoop (around the flag) where students count the number of strokes taken to get the ball into the 

hoop. 

Distance markers- Very useful for recording the distance of students throws, hits and kicks in a 

variety of different activities. For example, rather than measuring the distance each time a 

student throws a discus, you can simply put a marker flag in the ground at the landing point of 

their best throw. Once all students have thrown, simply measure all distances at once, 

eliminating the necessity to measure irrelevant throws. Can also be used for shot put, javelin, 

football kicking and long/straight shooting archery competitions. 

Course Markers- Excellent option for use on cross country and orienteering courses. Flags can 

be fixed in the ground with the pointed end indicating the direction that students should be 

travelling. 

House Sports- PVC marker flags are available in basic house colours (and white) and so are a 

good method of organising students into house groups during sport carnivals. Simply ask each 

team to sit behind or in an area that is bordered by their appropriately coloured flag. 

Target marker- In general students thrive on a challenge and are interested in knowing about 

world and/or school records. It can add interest to many activities to place a marker flag at the 

exact distance of the current school or world record. This can be done for any of the athletic 

throwing disciplines and for some more obscure records such as flying disc. 

Labelled- The marker flag can be easily labelled, with a number or letter, for identification. This 

can be useful for many of the above activities so students know which flag is theirs, or at what 

point of a course they are up to.


